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THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF A PRODUCT

OF AUTOMORPHIC FORMS

C. J. MORENO

Abstract. The spectral theory of Roelke and Selberg provides a decomposition of

the space of square integrable automorphic forms for the group SL(2) in terms of

eigenfunctions of the non-Euclidean Laplacian and of the Hecke operators. The

main result of the paper uses the Roelke-Selberg theory to give an interpretation of

the /.-functions of Rankin type as "multiplicity factors" in the decomposition of the

product of a nonholomorphic Eisenstein series and a cusp form.

Let H denote the upper half plane and Y the modular group. As is well known the

spectral decomposition of the space L2(Y\H) contains a discrete and a continuous

part [l,p. 62]. It is also known that a basis for the discrete part can be chosen to

consist of eigenfunctions for all the Hecke operators including the Laplacian. The

integral kernel describing the continuous part involves real analytic Eisenstein series

and these are also eigenfunctions for the Hecke operators. The aim of this note is to

give an explicit decomposition for the product of a function in the discrete part with

one in the continuous part.

Let L(s, TTf) = tt-sY((s + r)/2)Y((s - r)/2)Up(\ - a(p)p~s + /»"2i)"' be the

Euler product corresponding to a normalized eigenfunction / of all the Hecke

operators, i.e.

Tp-f=a(p)-f   and   A-/=^~-/

where A = -y2(d2/dx2 + d2/dy2) is the Laplacian; we are also assuming/(-z) =

f(z). Let {fj}JeN he an orthogonal basis for the discrete part of the spectrum of

L2(Y\H) consisting of eigenfunctions for all the Hecke operators. Let E(z, s) he

the real analytic Eisenstein series for Y. If m, is the automorphic representation

corresponding tof¡, we denote by L(s, ttj X w.) the Rankin convolution of the Euler

products L(s,TTf) and L(s,ttj). Let ( , ) denote the Petersson inner product on

L2(Y\H) and put lk_,||2 = (¿, jf> and f/ = ||w,||-2j$. The Riemann zeta function

is denoted by A(s) = w-s/2T(s/2)Ç(s).

Our main result is the following

Theorem. The spectral decomposition of the product of a cusp form f in L2(Y\H)

which is an eigenfunction of all the Hecke operators with the real analytic Eisenstein
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series for Y is given by

f(z)E(z,s) = ^L(^,trfX^f/(z)

Jl+s + s'       \T(\+s-s'       \

1   /-»M-2-'"f)L\-2-'"')    ,       ,
+ — /     —-=—;--~7-i--E(z, s') dr

o-irJ-x, A(\ + s)A(\ + s') V        '

($' = {-+ir)

where L(s, it, X tt.) is the Rankin convolution of L(s, tt^) and L(s, tt/).

Proof. The spectral decomposition of an arbitrary function g in L2(Y\H) is

given by [l,p. 62]

*(*) = 2 <*. L) fj°(z) + ¿/_°° (g, E(z, s')) E(z, s') dr        (V = \ + tr),

where (g, fj)= Ir\n8(z) " fj(z) d& with dQ = y 2 dx dy is the T-invariant measure

on H. The Eisenstein series for Y is defined by

E(z,s)=     2     Ima(z)(,+i)/2        (T„ = {a G Y : a(oo) = oo}).
»er./r

If we apply the above formula to g(z) = f(z)E(z, s), which is a function in

L2(Y\H), we obtain for the coefficients of the discrete part:

(f(z)E(z,s),fJ(z)) = f     f(z)J(JJE(z,s)dSl

1    +  S= L
y*.»/*«/);

this is by definition the Rankin convolution of L(s, irf) and L(s, mX It is an Euler

product whose explicit form has been calculated in [2, p. 153]. Therefore the proof of

the theorem reduces to calculating (f(z)E(z, s), E(z, s')), the Petersson inner

product, and this we now proceed to do. Using the Fourier expansions

E(z,s)=y^+S^2+  ^}S\,.
0-s)/2

..1*0 A0 +i)   I

and

A(l +s)-

/(z)=  2 a(n)yx/2Kr(2TT\n\y)e2™x,

n¥=0
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we obtain

(fE(z,s),E(z,s')) = j     f(z)E(z,s)E(z,s')dü
\ "    Jr\H

= ( f(z)T(z/-7)yV+^dü       If =r/'/2)

= r/1/2(   2  (m)y^Kr(2,\m\y)e2^A

X I   yO +s')/2 +       A(S') .   yi\s')/2

A(l + s')-

= /"  2 «(*V/2*,(2* | » | j») ... \  '- *<' "¡ff^ ATîy2(2, | » |»/'+'V ¿Q

=  2 a(")An2!I,(!H),Jy2/°°J'(J"')/2^(^l"]^^/2(2^h|v)t».
„^o    A(i +i')i«r/2-'-=c

Letting c(\ n\) = 2os,(\ n |)/A(1 + s')\n \s'/2, we obtain that the above is equal to

\ — s s'
l-i    i„iV<l+J'/2 /l-Í-r-r + -r-\

2«(»MM)-(27r7    ,,-,./-   ""S-"
*#0 2(l-S)/2+2rij_il_2jj     \ ¿ /

.,-—;--t r -—--»-rL -

r

/i+ 1 s' \     I s+]   , s' \( — + r + T)T( — + r-T)

-,-3_2

/*+1       , 7 \    /j+i 7 \

rj-r-^T)r(—--T)g,t+1)/2
x_2_2

X  2 û(»i)c(|»î|)|/i|-<,+s>/2

n*0
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The assumption/(-z) — f(z) implies that

2 a(n)c(\n\)\n\-V+s^2 = 2 2 a(n) c(n) n~0+^2
n^O n=\

-2 2 a(")-
„=,     A(i+i') i«r/2 «

4 S   a(n)a,.(n)

'\ .   „<I+i + J*)/2

s'/2     „(l+i)/2

A(l  +S')   „=,   «

4

A(l +5*)v '   p  vu—o

where we have put 5* =i'.

Now recall that the coefficients a(pv) satisfy

(00 1

2 a(/>°)ff,.(/>°)/r0«I+'+'*>/2>
v = 0 1

1 «
2 a(p")T°;

1 -a(/»)F+ F2 t> = 0

hence

_i*0+i) _ 1

F    - 1

o\_î*-u((1+î + î*)/2) _   „C _u\n-t)((l+i+i*)/2)_ a(pv)ps*p-v((í+s+s')/2) - a(pv)p

Therefore

f   û(/7c)oi.(/>°)p-«,«1+î+S*>/2î
u=0

_1 -/»-"+*>_

" {1 -a(/7)/»-«'+í+í*»/2)+/»-<i+í+í*>}{1 -a(/;)/»-((,+s-í*)/2)+/»-<1+í-í*»}

Letting Ç(s, Try) = 11,(1 - a(p)p~s + p~2s)~\ we can now write

2 û(«)c(|«|)|«|-«1+î'/2
n#0

1 J l+s- S* \Jl+S + S*4 _J_/ 1  + s- S* \    I

h\ + s*y s(\ + sy\    2    >«f)t\    2~-•*/,
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Putting the appropriate T-factors we finally obtain

T I 1 + s- s*       \    I 1 + s + s*
1 L   -2-'7rf)L\-2-,77/

<fl,)tU,.M(,.,-)) = ? a(1+,)a(1+j.)-

(»* = ?)•

And this is what we wanted to show.
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